Impact-Based Forecasting: RAINFALL Impact Table

Minimal
Business as
usual







Some pooling of
water on roads or
in formal/informal
settlements
Day to day
activities not
disturbed
Wet roads and
reduced visibility
Minimal traffic
congestion
Isolated
mudslides and
rockfalls
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Significant

Severe

Localised

Localised
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Business as usual















Localised flooding of
susceptible
formal/informal
settlements or roads, lowlying areas and bridges
Major roads affected but
can be used, increased
travel times
Difficult driving conditions
on dirt roads
Minor motor vehicle
accidents due to slippery
roads and/ reduced
visibility
Closure of roads crossing
low water bridges
Localised and short term
disruption to essential
services (water, electricity,
hospitals, schools etc)
Localised mudslides,
rockfalls and soil erosion
Localised disruption due to
sinkholes/potholes/blocked
drainage systems
Isolated cases of breakages
of farm dam walls
Localised damage to mudbased/make-shift
houses/structures
Localised disruption of
access to drinking water
and damage to crops
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Short term strain on
emergency personnel
Flooding of roads and
settlements (formal and
informal)
Danger to life (fast
flowing streams / deep
water)
Displacement of
affected communities
Some communities
temporarily not
accessible/cut-off
Damage to property,
infrastructure, loss of
livelihood and livestock
Major disruption of
traffic flow due to major
roads being flooded or
closed
Possible damage to
roads and bridges
Disruption to essential
services (water,
electricity, comms,
schools, etc)
Mudslides rockfalls and
soil erosion
Disruption due to
sinkholes/potholes/
blocked drainage
systems
Isolated incidents of
communicable diseases
Isolated cases of
breakages of
informal/farm dam walls
Damage to mudbased/make-shift
houses/structures
Disruption of access to
drinking water and
damage to crops


















Prolonged strain on
emergency personnel
Widespread flooding of
roads and settlements
Danger to life (fast flowing
streams / deep water)
Large communities not
accessible/cut-off for a
prolonged period
Widespread displacement
of affected communities
Widespread damage to
property, buildings and
loss of livelihoods and
livestock
Widespread transport
routes and travel services
severely affected
Major roads and bridges
damaged or washed away
Widespread, prolonged
disruption to essential
services (water,
electricity, comms,
schools, etc)
Widespread mudslides,
rockfalls and soil erosion
Long term disruption due
to sinkholes/potholes/
blocked drainage systems
Widespread incidents of
communicable diseases
Breakage of dam walls
Widespread damage to
mud-based/make-shift
houses/structures
Widespread disruption of
access to drinking water
and damage to crops
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